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THE COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS
OF RAILROAD TRACKS AT STORES IN WHOLESALE
PRODUCE MARKETS
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A. B. Lows tu ter, ar,chitectural engineer
A» J. Kelsey, architectural engineer 1/
and Joseph F. Herrick, Jr*, agricultural eccmomist
SUMMARY
In developing plans for wholesale produce markets in specific localities one
of the most complex problems encountered concerns the arrangement of railroad
tracks connecting with the stores or warehouses of dealers. The problem involves
the development of an arrangement that will provide adequate track capacity for ail
receipts arriving by rail, including utilization of free time on cars, without
unduly increasing rental rates on the facilities served and without unduly increasing physical handling costs. Oh most markets, multiple-unit store buildings for
dealers have proved most satisfactory since they provide for flexibility of operations and require lower rental rates than would be required for single-unit or
separate buildings for each dealer. However, where a number of produce dealers, each
of whom usually has different requirements with respect to track space, operate in a
building the needs of dealers both individually and collectively must be considered.
In analyzing the comparative efficiency of 11 different track arrangements
which will provide track capacity for one or more cars per store unit, a 20-xinit
store building with over-all dimensions of 450 feet by 96 feet has been used rather
than an entire market. Each unit in such a building would be 22^/i feet wide and 60
feet deep with a 24-foot covered platform in front and a 12-foot covered platform at
the rear.
Nine of the 11 track arrangements are surface arrangements which provide tracks
connecting with or constructed alongside the rear platform of the store tuilding at
the main or ground floor level, leaving the front platform open in all instances for
motortrucks. Overhead tracks, or tracks brought onto the roof of the building, and
underground or basement tracks are other possible arrangements. With the latter
arrangements both the front and rear platforms would be left open to motortrucks.
The surface track arrangements are fundamentally of two types: (1) Hiose
constructed alongside or parallel to the rear platform; and (2) those that connect
with the rear platform at various points and in various groupings of the tracks at
angles of from 30^ to 90^ and viAiich necessitate the use of covered car platforms,
which are extensions of the store platform, for use in unloading operations. IKese
arrangements provide a range of from 20 to 56 cars of track capacity for the 20-unit
building or an average of from 1 to 2.8 cars of track space per store unit*
1/ A. J. Kelsey was employed by the Branch while field work on this study
was under way.

Both the overhead and underground track arrangements provide double tracks
along both sides of the building either over or under the main floor store platforms.
Unloading docks on the roof or in the basement would be required with each arrangement. A total of 40 cars of track space or an average of 2 per unit would be provided
by each of the schemes.
Future additions to store buildings are possible at both ends of the building,
except schemes C, J, and K.
Assuming tihat the cost of land placed in condition to build would approximate
$5,000 per acre and using the index of construction costs in the Washington, D. C.,
area as of March 1, 1951, for the surface track arrangements the estimated costs of
constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit store building would range
from a low of $259,000, for the arrangement with double tracks parallel to the rear
store platform, to a high of $426,000 for the arrangement where 28 tracks connect
with the rear platform at a 90^ angle. 2/ These costs for the overhead and underground arrangements were estimated, respectively, at $598,000 and $482,000.
If the investments in land and facilities for the different surface arrangements
were amortized at 4 percent interest over a period of 25 years and an allowance were
made of ^ of 1 percent of the investment in facilities for annual maintenance costs,
the rental charges per store unit needed to cover these items, assuming no vacancies,
would range from a low of $74 per month with double tracks parallel to the rear
platform to a hi^ of $122 per month with 28 tracks connecting with the rear platform at a 90-degree angle. Rental charges per store unit with overhead and underground arrangements would be, respectively, $171 and $138 per month.
Assuming that the only ma ter i als-hand lin g operation affected by the arrangement
of railroad tracks at the surface or main floor level is transporting from the car
door to the stacking or hold point in the store, the labor cost at $1.25 per hour
for performing this operation with two-wheel hand trucks would amount to $0.91 per
carload in stores with double parallel tracks as compared with $10.48 per carload in
stores where tracks connect at a 30^ angle with platforms at each end of the building. With four-wheel platform trucks or semi-live skids and jacks these costs, with
the above arrangements, would be respectively $0.46 and $5.24 per carload. Lack of
data prevents a ccHnparison of handling costs in stores with overhead and underground
tracks.
Because of the wide seasonal variation in rail receipts on most markets and
the variations in volumes received by rail by individual dealers, it was concluded
that an analysis of each situation would be necessary before a determination could
be made as to the needs in a specific locality. It was further concluded that the
ideal track arrangement is one that will provide sufficient car spaces (so that
cartage, spoilage, and deterioration costs can be kept to a minimum) with the smallest possible outlay of capital and with the shortest mean distance from the car door
2/ The cost estimates included herein are for purposes of making comparisons
only and are not intended to reflect actual costs in specific localities.

to the stacking point in the store. It is obvious that none of the 11 track arrangements analyzed would be ideal for ail markets. However, the arrangement with double
tracks parallel to the rear platfom of the store provides the lowest rental rate
and permits the lowest handling costs per car for the number of cars which can be
accommodated on the limited track capacity it provides. Therefore, before one of the
other track arrangements is adopted an analysis should be made to determine the
amount of track space required and the extent to which hi^er rental charges and
handling costs mi^t offset the costs incurred throu^ insufficient track space.

INTRODUCTION
fflien the wheels of railroad cars were flanged to prevent cars from leaving the
tracks, limitations were imposed on this type of transportation to gain certain
operatiwial efficiencies. Hitched nose to tail and bound to a road of rails, mobility
of the individual car was sacrificed to the economy of movement of a train of cars.
This lack of mobility of the individual car, the fact that it can move only on a
fixed track, has an important effect on the handling of rail shipments today» Truck
shipnents can move directly from the place of business of the shipper to that of the
receiver. Rail shipments, unless both shipper and receiver are "on track, "must be
rehandied atan additional cost and, in the case of perishable foods, with additional
chance for spoilage and deterioration. Trucks can be manipulated into various positions for loading and unloading. It is more difficult to place rail cars in various
positions.
At first the transportation of a whole train load of freight from point to
point was such a tremendous increase in efficiency that the collection and distribution of freist from yard or train track was a minor inconvenience. It was not long,
however, before industry saw the advantage of locating its factories and warehouses
*on track. "Nor was industry alone in taking the initiative; the railroads extended
feeder lines and switching lines to serve carlot customers even at some distance
from the main lines or yards*
In order to save handling costs these spur tracks or private sidings were
brought as close as possible to the ultimate unloading point and usually to a platform or door at car-floor heigiit. Hiis arrangement permitted maximum efficiency in
unloading. It was also followed in railroad freight terminals for the handling of
1.c.1. shipments.
These "house tracks" were, almost without exception, parallel to the platform
or building which they served. Such a position was natural because of the nature of
the track itself and the way the cars were coupled together. Where a number of cars
were required in specific locations at the same platform they could be arranged in
the proper order in the yard where the switch was made up. In some cases double
house tracks were provided, the outer car being unloaded through the inner car.
Although the parallel track arrangement would appear to be both practical and
economical wheyi the receiver is a single concern or a terminal, such as for I.e. 1.
freight, it presents certain difficulties when a number of small independent firms,
each receiving freight, occupy a terminal building, especially when the building is
divided into stores for their individual use. Other arrangements, such as the sawtooth or angle track, have been tried in recent years in an effort to overcome some
of the bad features of the parallel arrangement. These, in turn, have created new
difficulties while solving some of the old.
In terminal wholesale produce markets, handling costs, including interest and
depreciation on the capital investment involved, are an important element in the
prices established for all caimodities. Handling practices also affect these prices.

- 5 Most perishable foods must be moved to the consumer as rapidly as possible. In order
to avoid damage and deterioration they should be handled as carefully and as little
as possible. To complicate matters furtJier, the majority of car lot shipments must be
broken dcwn into small lots for distribution to retailers.
Rail shipments are estimated to comprise about 50 percent of the total receipts
of fresh fruits and vegetables in terminal markets. For poultry and eggs a smaller
proportion of receipts arrives by rail while for butter and cheese more than 50 percent is brou^t to the principal markets by this method of transportation. In 1947
some 800,000 carlots 3/ of fruits and vegetables were received by rail in 100 cities
of the United States. Of these shipments, it has been estimated that only about
20 percent were delivered directly to the buyer from the car; the remaining 80 perçoit, or approximately 640,000 carlots, moved through dealers'stores or other buildings before delivery to buyers. In order to handle this large volume efficiently and
eccMiomically it would appear essential that facilities should be provided to receive
as much of this 80 percent as possible on house tracks directly at the dealers'
platform.
\
Although there has been general agreement as to the desirability of bringing
rail receipts directly to the dealer's store, there has been no agreement as to the
most efficient and most economical method of track arrangement. Each scheme has its
supporters but no data have been available from factual study of the basic costs
involved to warrant any conclusions as to the conditions under which a specific
arrangement should prove most efficient. The purpose of this study is to obtain and
present some facts which will be useful in determining the most economical types of
track arrangement at buildings in produce markets in different localities.

3/ Estimated from Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 Cities
and Imports in 5 Cities for Canada--Calendar Year 1946» U. S. Dept. of Âgri., PMA
105 pp. 1947.

- 6 DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS RAILROAD TOACK ARRANGEMENTS
AND ESTIMATED COSTS OF LAND AND FACILITIES
Ch a wholesale produce market there may be several types of facilities that
should have railroad spur or house tracks from which receipts arriving by rail can
be unloaded directly from the car into the building or for use in ioading-out outbound rail shipments. These types of facilities include: (1) Ihe stores or warehouses
of wholesale produce dealers, (2) terminal auction buildings; (3) public refrigerated
warehouses; and (4) packing and shipping sheds. Of these types, the stores or warehouses of wholesale produce dealers present the most complex problems in the development of track arrangements to provide adequate capacity for all receipts arriving
by rail, including the utilizati«! of free time on cars, without unduly increasing
rental rates an. the facilities and increasing physical handling costs.
If each of the dealers on a market occupied a separate building especially
designed to fit his current operations, there would be no particular problem in
connection with track arrangements and car capacity of the tracks to his store. On
such a market, however, rental rates would have to be much higher than those that
would be necessary in a facility in which a number of dealers mi^t operate in
multiple-unit buildings. Furthermore, if each dealer had his separate building, the
facilities would not have the" flexibility** of a multiple-unit building.
The store building design which has, with minor modifications in a number of
markets, come to be almost universally accepted as being the most flexible from the
standpoint of utility and which permits the highest degree of operational efficiency,
is one which contains a number of units, with removable partitions. Tliese units may
vary sanewhat in dimensions, but are often 22^ feet wide and 60 feet deep, with a
24-foot covered platform or deck in front and a 12-foot covered platform at the
rear. Thus the total depth of the building is 96 feet. Its width is determined by
the number of units to be included in the building. The number of units needed and
the arrangement of facilities on the market would be among the determinants of the
number of units to be included in a single building. However, to facilitate the
flow of market traffic it is not, as a rule, recommended that a building contain
more than 20 units. A 20-unit building would have over-all dimensions of 450 feet
by 96 feetr A perspective of the building and the layout of one unit is shown in
figure 1.
Rail sidings should connect with or be constructed alongside the rear platform
of the store building thus leaving the front platform open for motortrucks brings
ing in receipts or hauling away the supplies of buyers.
In the sections that follow, a 20-unit store building of the design previously
described, rather than an entire market, has beai used as a basis for analyzing the
comparative efficiency of 11 different track arrangements, since any of the arrangements shown could be fitted into the layout of different kinds and sizes of markets
if adequate space were available. Track arrangements which would provide less than
one car of track capacity per store unit are not considered in this report.
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- 8 In estimating the cost of facilities shown in the various track arrangements,
the index of construction costs in the Washington, D. C. area as of March 1, 1951,
has been used. Ch the basis of this index the cost of constructing the 20-unit store
building without basement (without modifications in the desi^ previously described)
is $10,000 per unit, or a total of $200,000. The costs of modifications or additions, such as covered track platforms connecting with the rear store platform which
are necessary with certain track arrangements, have been added to the basic cost of
the building.
In making the cost estimates for the various types of track arrangements,
allowance is made for the paving of a 60-foot street, or one-half of the 120-foot
street usually recommended, in front of the building and, where the track arrangement does not block the rear platform for motortruck traffic, the necessary amount
of paving at the rear of the building.
The cost of land placed in condition to build has been estimated at $5,000 per
acre for all arrangements shown. 4/
Other assumptions are: (1) That a 38^ curve must be used for all switches
in the market area, and (2) the length of a refrigerator car from coupling to
coupling is 45 feet. Opinions of railroad officials differ as to the most desirable
length of tail tracks. For the sake of uniformity in this report, after conference
with a number of railroad officials it was decided to make the capacity of the tail
tracks equal to the capacity of one house track.
Scheme A. DouMe Tracks Paran

Platform of Store

As shown in figure 2, double tracks constructed alongside or parallel to the
rear platform of the store building provide track capacity equivalent to one car
length for each 2?/^ foot store unit. Ifowever, one-half of this capacity is on the
outer track and the cars on this track must be unloaded to the store through the
cars nearest the platform on the inner track. Therefore, the car on the inner track
must be at least partially unloaded before the car on the outer track can be unloaded into the store. Moreover, if the unloading of both cars proceeds simultaneously, the resulting congestion reduces the efficiency of both operations.
A car is seldom placed on the outer track for a dealer who does not also
control the car on the inner track. Consequently only those dealers occupying two
units or multiples of this number are likely to make full use of available track
capacity. Althcaigh it is unlikely that each store unit will receive a car every day,
there is almost certain to be some amount of dislocation in the placing of cars.
That is, dealers cannot expect that their cars will be placed in * exact" position to
the rear of their units each day because of cars being held on track by other dealers and for other reasons. This situation can be partially corrected by having the
railroads provide more than one shift of cars per day.
4/ Based on the approximate average estimated cost of recommended market sites
placed in condition to build in Louisvilie, Columbus(Ohio), Boston» Indianapolis»
Columbia (S. C.), Norfolk, Houston, Hartford, Milwaukee, and Huntington (W. Va.).
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Figure 2*"Schem€ A: Double tracks parallel to the rear platform
of a 2(hunit store building (20 cars).

- 10 Paving between and level with the top of the rails will permit the use of the
rear platform for unloading truck receipts and loading delivery trucks when the
tracks are not occupied by railroad cars. Œie possibility ior obtaining greater
utilization of the rear platform is through the removal of all rail cars at the
beginning of the selling period in order that both front and rear platforms may be
used by trucks.
Oae of the chief criticisms of this arrangement of tracks is that it does not
provide sufficient track capacity for the efficient handling of rail receipts. Tliis
criticism is more frequently made by market officials and dealers in areas or on
markets vihere a relatively large percentage of the total receipts are received by
rail.
This arrangement also produces some switching problems. Unless all cars are
unloaded between switching periods, loaded or partially unloaded cars must be pulled
out with the empties and reassembled with the new cars at the make-up yards. In any
case, some hardships mi^t be worked on individual dealers unless railroad operations are closely synchronized with market needs.
Ckie of the advantages of this arrangement is that where cars are properly
spotted, the distance that merchandise must be transported from the car door to the
stacking point in the store is kept to a minimum.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this arrangement of tracks follows:
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
Railroad tracks--!,020 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches (one)
Paving--10,670 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
Land placed in condition to build--3.2 acres
at $5,000 per acre

200,000
8,160
2,500
32,010

Total
Average cost per store unit

258,670
12,933

16.000'

Scheme B> Tracks Connecting with Rear Pijatform
of Store at 30^ Angle (14 Tracks)
One of a number of variations of the so-called saw-tooth arrangement provides
for the connection of the tracks with the rear platform of the store at a 30*^
angle. With this arrangement, as shown in figure 3, the equivalent of 2-1/10
cars of track capacity can be provided for each store unit. Tliis track arrangemoiit
necessitates the construction of car unloading platforms parallel to the tracks and
connecting with the platform at the rear of the stores at the same angle as the
tracks. These platforms should be covered, a minimum of 12 feet in width where they
serve two tracks, and be the same height as the rear platform of the store. When
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Figure 3*"Schem€ B: Tracks connecting with rear platform of a 20-unit store
building at 30^ angle (i2 cars). Note that car platforms,
which are extensions of the rear platform of the store
building, are provided between the tracks.

- 12 arranged as shown in figure 3 each car can be unloaded directly onto the platform
without the necessity of moving the produce through another car. Ihe average distance from the car door to the store door becomes greater than with the parallel
arrangement. Regardless of the fact that 42 cars can be spotted back of 20 store
units, only 14 tracks are available for placing cars at platformS| so there cannot
be a separate track for each store unit.
As with the parallel track arrangement neither the platform at the rear of the
stores nor that between the tracks could be used for truck loading or unloading
except at such times v4ien no cars were spotted on tracks» However, the ends of car
platforms mi^t be used by trucks.
The switching of cars would require more time with this arrangement than would
be required with parallel tracks. Thus, the total number of switchings that the railroad cculd provide per day mi^t be reduced. Oh the other hand, this arrangement
would facilitate the removal of cars that have been unloaded without disturbing the
cars on other tracks which are not ready for renoval. In other words, cars could be
switched frcro or to some of the tracks without moving the cars on others.
The chief advantage of this track arrangement over the parallel arrangement is
that it increases track capacity by more than 100 percent.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item

Doll ars

Store building (20 units)
200,000
Additional platforms—10,500 sq. ft. at $2.50persq. ft. 26,250
Railroad tracks--4,650 ft. at $8 per ft.
37,200
Tail track—135 ft. at $8 per ft.
1,(B0
Switches—14 at $2,500 each
35,000
Paying--7,647 ^q. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
22,941
Land placed in condition to build—5.3 acres at $5,000
per acre
26.500
Total
Average cost per store unit

348.971
17,449

Scheme C Tracks Connecting at 30^ Angle
with Platforms at Each End of Store Building
With both track arrangements previously described, the rear platform of the
store cannot be used by trucks except in the absence of rail cars, vrfiich, for the
most part, makes it necessary for truck transported receipts to be unloaded onto the
fr<Mit platform. Ihe use of the front platform for receiving operations makes it necessary that these operations be performed before selling hours begin, or after they
are over, since there is not sufficient space to acconnodate both incoming and
outgoing trucks at the front platform at the sanHs time.

- 13 Furthennore, unless the railroad cars are moved from the rear of the stores
before the selling period begins, with both traclt arrangements previously described
all merchandise leaving the building by truck (as nearly all of it does) must go
out throu^ the front of the store* Since the greatest volume of truck traffic in
most markets occurs when large numbers of hiyers visit the wholesale houses for
loading, it is often desirable to be able to load buyers' trucks at both the front
and rear of the stores. This arrangement is possible only if both the railroad cars
bringing produce to the rear of the building and trucks bringing produce to the
front of the building can be removed before the onrush of hiyers' trucks begins.
The track arrangement shown in figure 4 will provide trackage for unloading a
total of 40 cars at one time, or an average of 2 cars per store unit, without blocking the access to the front or rear of the store building at any time. With this
arrangement, twice as many trucks can be loaded or unloaded at the stores at one
time as could be handled if the space at the rear of the building were occupied by
railroad cars. Furthermore^ this track arrangement also would make possible the
unloading of the contents of the cars either into the store building or directly
into trucks of buyers, since there would be a paved street between the two pairs of
tracks, which of course gives a more flexible track operation. Unloading operations
from cars into stores, with this arrangement, would be conducted under covered car
platforms of desigi similar to those described in scheme B.
Che of the chief drawbacks of this track arrangement is the distance produce
would have to be transported from the cars at the end of the tracks to the stores.
Another is that store buildings on a market might have to be spaced too far apart
for the proper concentration of receipts, depending on the arrangement of the buildings on the market site.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acc[uiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
Additional platforms--10,000 sq. ft. at $2.50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks--2,750 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track--450 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches"4 at $2,500 each
Paving—25,3%,sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
Land placed in condition to hiild—6.12 acres at $5,000
per acre

200,000
25,000
22,000
3,600
10,000
76,188

Total
Average cost per store unit

367,388
18,369

30.600

S±eme_^D^__DoubkJ[rack^_452^Ang]_ej^

The track arrangement shown in figure 5 connects double tracks with the rear
platform of the store at a 45*^ angle. With this arrangement space for 28 cars
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Figure 4. "Scheme C: Tracks connecting at 3(f angle with
platforms at each end of a 20'Unit store building
f40 cars and UO trucks).
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Figure 5*"Scheme D: Double track, 45^ angle, saw-tooth
arrangement, at a 20'Unit store building (28 cars).
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- 16 can be provided at the rear platform of the building without requiring the car
platforms or rear platform extensions provided in schemes B and C. However/ the
rear platform depth would necessarily have to be increased to maintain the 12 feet
needed in the clear and permit additional depth for the car ports. With this
arrangement, cars on the outer track would be unloaded throu^ the cars on the inner
track as is necessary in scheme A*
There is no direct relationship between store units and car spaces, which mi^t
cause some difficulty in allocating space to individual dealers. However, the additional track capacity of eight cars above that provided by the double parallel track
arrangement should help in solving this problem.
The problem of switching the railroad cars to their proper locations on this
platform would differ from that in any of the previously discussed schemes in that
each ear would have to be separately handled. Of course, an arrangement of this kind
would make it possible to remove any car that has been unloaded without disturbing
any of the other cars and to move into the vacated spots other loaded cars.
As with the parallel track arrangement, the platform at the rear of the store
could not be used for truck loading and unloading except at such times when no cars
were spotted on individual tracks.
The estimated costs of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows;
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
200,000
Additional platform space--4,368 sq. ft. at $2*50 per sq, ft.10,920
Railroad tracks--6,750 ft. at $8 per ft.
54,000
Tail track—90 ft. at $8 per ft.
720
Switches—28 at $2,500 each
60,000
Paving--7,428 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
22,284
Land placed in condition to build--3.9 acres at $5,000
per acre
19,500
Total
Average cost per store unit

367,424
18,371

Scheme E. Tracks Connecting with Rear Platform of
Store Bui 1dInK_ at"45^_AngIe (2Q^Tracks)
The track arrangement shown in figure 6 is a modification of schemes B and J}
in that it maintains the 45^ angle used in scheme D, the saw-tooth arrangement, but
provides for the use of 10 covered car platforms, constructed parallel with the
tracks and connecting with the rear platform of the store at a 45** angle, for use in
unloading and transporting merchandise to the store. With 20 tracks and by extending
the car platforms 75 feet from the outer edge of the store platform, space can be

Figure €, "'Scheme E: Tracks connecting with rear platform of a
20-unit store building at ¿tlf angle (20 tracks and
¿tO cars)* Note the car platforms between tracks, which are
used in unloading and transporting merchandise to store*

- 18 provided for 40 cars or an average of 2 cars per unit. It is unnecessary with this
arrangement for any car to be unloaded throu|^ another car.
Unlike scheme D which completely blocks the rear platfoiro when all track spaces
are occupied, this arrangement would permit the parking of 10 trucks at the end of
the car platforms thus making it possible to receive or dispatch some products by
tnick at the rear of the store.
Switching to 20 different tracks would require more time than switching to a
building with 2 tracks f^rallel to the rear platform. Oh the other hand, this
arrangement does have the advantage of making it possible to move one or two cars at
a time without disturbing the cars on the other tracks.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
Additional platforms--10,000 sq. ft. at $2.50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks—3,500 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track--90 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches--20 at $2,500 each
Paving- -6,694 sq. yds .at $3 per sq, yd.
Land placed in condition to build--4.27 acres at $5,000
per acre

200,000
25,000
28,000
720
50,000
20,082

Total
Average cost per store unit

345,152
17,258

21.350

Scheme F. Tracks Connecting with Rear Platform of

As shown in figure 7, this track arrangement is comparable to that shown in
figure 6. With this arrangement the number of tracks has been reduced to ei^t with
a corresponding reduction in the number of platforms. Both tracks and platforms have
been lengthened to maintain the 40-car capacity.
Although the distance from the last cars to be spotted to the store has been
materially increased with this arrangement as compared with the distance in scheme E,
this arrangement makes available 18 truck parking spaces at the rear platform and
makes it possible to move products directly from cars into trucks standing on the
paved streets between the pairs of tracks. Moreover, fewer tracks would require
fewer switches and therefore less time should be required in spotting cars than
would be necessary with schemes B, D, and E.
It is contemplated that with this arrangement three streets each 60 feet wide
would be provided between the four sets of dcmble tracks at the rear platform. Paving would extend to the platform of the store.
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Figure 7,--Scheme F: Tracks connecting with the rear platform of
a 20-unit store building at 45^ angle (8 tracks,
40 cars, and 18 trucks). Note that car platforms have
been extended a greater length to provide car space
than under a similar arrangement shown in figure 6*

- 20 The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
l£^

DoJlars

Store ixiilding (20 units)
Additional platforms--10,800 sq. ft. at $2.50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks--3,000 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track -225 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches--8 at $2,500 each
Paving—33,422 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
Land placed in condition to build--5 acres at $5,000
per acre

200,000
27,000
24,000
ijsOO
20,000
100,266

Total
Average cost per store unit

398,066
19,903

25,000

§Ç_hg:^^ G. Tracks Connecting_with_Rear Platforni of
Store_^Buildin^at_90f_An£l^e_U8^
Turning the tracks from the 45*^ angle used in three of the schönes previously
shown to a 90^ angle or to where they run "head-on" to the rear platform of the
store, it is possible to place 28 tracks and the needed nurrèer of car platforms to
the rear of a 20-unit store building. (See fig. 8.) With this arrangement track
space is provided for 56 cars or an average of 2.8 ears per store unit. Of course
with this scheme, as with some of the others, it would be possible to place more
than 2 cars on each track, if the additional capacity were needed. For any single
scheme this track capacity is about the maximum that could be provided without further lengthening the tracks aid car platforms. Additional car space mi^t be provided
by bringing in tracks at the corners of the building as shown in scheme C. In
addition to the track space, 16 trucks can be accommodated simultaneously at the
ends of the car platforms. Although the excess of car spaces over store units prevents the exact matching of a specific unit to a specific track, the possibility of
spotting 56 cars simultaneously should solve the problem of most dealers who
receive produce by rail.
Although more cars are brought directly to the platform than under the other
arrangements, the lead-in track must be pushed farther from the building in order to
obtain sufficient space for track curves and switching. The additional space is not
required for traffic, and unfortunately this trackage cannot serve for any other
useful purpose. Switching onto 28 different tracks would undoubtedly require considerable more time and labor than for other schemes that necessitate fewer switches.
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Figure 8* "Scheme G: Tracks connecting with the rear platform
of a 20''unit store building at 90^ angle (28
tracks and 56 cars).

- 22 The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
Additional platforms--12,600 sq. ft. at $2,50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks—9,450 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track"90 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches--28 at $2,500 each
Paving--6,926 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
Land placed in condition to build--5.5 acres at $5,000
per acre

200,000
31,500
75,600
720
70,000
20,769

Total
Average cost per store unit

426,089
21,304

'

27.500

Scheme H. Tracks Conneeting with Rear Platform of
Store Building at 90*^ Angle in One Group of Ej^tJTracks
Ulis scheme isa variation of schemes F and G, As shown in figure 9 the 8 tracks
are grouped in the center of the building around 4 car platforms thus giving a track
capacity of 40 cars--2 cars per store unit--while leaving platform space for parking
32 trucks. The car platforms are extended to accommodate 5 cars thus requiring
135 feet more space to the lead-in track. Switching should be simpler in many
respects than for scheme G, especially if cars are not spotted at specific locations
along the car platforms for individual dealers.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item
Store Imiding (20 units)
Additional platforms-10,800 sq. ft. at $2.50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks--3,800 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track-225 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches—8 at $2,500 each
Paving--16,981 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
Land placed in condition to build--5.92 acres at $5,000
per acre
Total
Average cost per store unit

Dollars
200,000
27,000
30,400
1,800
20,000
50,943
29. 600
359,743
17,987
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P L A H
Figurg 9*-'Scheme H: Tracks connecting with the rear platform of
a 20'unit store building at a 9(P angle in one
group of 8 tracks (40 cars and 32 trucks)*

- 24 Scheme I. Tracks Connecting with Rear Platform of Store Building
at 90^ Angle in Four Groups of Two Tracks Each
As shoOTi in figure 10, this scheme is another variation of schaue G. It has
certain advantages of simplicity of arrangement and provides space between the
tracks for parking 28 trucks at the rear platform of the store and for unloading the
caatents of any car directly into trucks as well as onto platforms for movement into
stores. Forty car spaces are provided cm tracks by extending the tracks to a depth
that will provide space for 4 cars on each track. Switching the cars under this
scheme would be relatively simple especially if cars are not spotted at specific
locations along the platforms.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangemöit follows:
Item

'

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
Adkiitional platforms—9,600 sq. ft. at $2.50 per sq. ft.
Railroad tracks—4,400 ft. at $8 per ft.
Tail track—180 ft. at $8 per ft.
Switches--10 at $2,500 each
Paving--21,250 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd*
Land placed in condition to build-"6,78 acres at $5,000
per acre

200,000
24,000
35,200
1,440
25,000
63,750

Total
Average cost per store unit

383,290
19,164

33.900

Scheme J> Overhead^Tracks
This scheme provides for placing railroad cars on the roof of the building,
leaving the space at the rear of the stores free for use of trucks or for additional
railroad tracks, if needed* Althou^ the raising of railroad tracks cm a trestle
structure to the roof of the store building would present no particular engineering
problem, it would be relatively expensive as is shown in the cost estimates at the
end of this section. With this arrangement, 2 sets of double tracks would be
brou^t en to the roof of the building and run the full length of the platforms, or
a total of four tracks having space for 40 cars. (See fig. 11.) Between the sets of
double tracks would be a covered unloading dock with a floor height on a level with
the tops of the floor racks in the refrigerator cars. As with other double track
arrangements, cars on the outer tracks would be unloaded through the cars on the
tracks near the platform. Elevators, conveyors, or chutes would ccmnect the unloading dock with the store units below for the handling of produce. Sufficient
clearance would be provided below the tracks so that main flow platforms would be
accessible to motortrucks.
The main advantage of the overhead track arrangement over any of the surface
track arrangements shown is that it releases all platform sfmce at the front and
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Figure 10.—Scheme I: Trucks connecting with the rear platform of
a 20-unit store building at a 90^ angle in 4 groups
of 2 tracks each (40 cars mid 28 trucks)*
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Figure íl.'-'SchemeJ: Overhead tracks for a 20'unit store building
(40 cars)*

- 27 rear of the building for use by motortrucks, thus doubling the number of vehicles
that can be loaded or unloaded at one time. The overhead track arrangement also provides more track capacity than do most of the surface arrangemoits. This arrangement
would eliminate unloading directly from rail cars to motortrucks and would, unless
team tracks were provided in the market area, result in all rail receipts having to
be moved through the stores* With this plan the market area must be lengthened
600 feet to accommoda te the necessary track rançts.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-un it
store building with this track arrangement follows:
Item

Dollars

Store building (20 units)
200,000
AdditicHial building steel--60 tons at $300 per ton
18,000
Covered unloading dock on roof of store building--9,000 sq,
ft. at $1 per.sq. ft.-^
9,000
Ranps (fill, 6,000 cu. yds. at $1 per cu. yd*--retaining
walls 42 cu. yds. at $24 per cu. yd.)
7,008
Track bents--42 at $5,000 each
210,000
Railroad tracks--4,400 ft. at $8 per ft.
35,200
Switches--3 at $2,500 each
7,500
Conveyors or elevators--$3,000 per unit 1/
60,000
Paving--9,389 sq. yds. at $3 per sq. yd.
28,167
Land placed in condition to build--4.58 acres at $5,OCX)
per acre
22.900
Total
Average cost per store unit

597,775
29,889

1/ An allowance of $3,000 per unit is made to cover either a permanent type
power-driven belt conveyor for each of the store units or an elevator for each two
units. The actual cost of an elevator may exceed the $6,000 estimate, depending upon
the type purchased, the cost of modifications to the building, and local ordinances
or regulations. To serve two units, elevators would be installed with doors opening
into both units. See the chapter entitled "Comparative Handling Costs with Various
Track Arrangements" for a discussion of the relative merits of conveyors and
elevators.
Scheme K* Uhderground Tracks
As the title indicates, the underground track arrangement is just the reverse
of the overhead track arrangement described in scheme J. It is one of the two
arrangements that do not provide for surface connections with the ground or main
floor of the store building.
With this arrangement 2 sets of double tracks or a total of 4 tracks are
brought underneath the store building, 2 at each side or under the front and rear

- 28 platforms. (See fig. 12. ) TTïis arrangement provides 40 cars of track space and,
as with other double-track arrangements, the cars on the outer track must be unloaded throu^ the cars on the inner track. An unloading dock or platform is provided
in the center of the building between the 2 inner tracks by depressing the track
level so that the tops of the floor racks in the cars are at the same height as the
level of the dock* Access to and from the main floor is by means of elevators, CCäIveyors, or stairways. No access from the unloading dock to the outside of the
building is provided.
The relationship of track space to store units is similar to that of scheme J.
With underground tracks the rear platform is open for truck receipts and deliveries
or for additional railroad tracks, if needed. Other advantages of this arrangement
are that the cars can be unloaded without exposure to the weather and the cost of
constructing these tracks underground is much less than for placing them on the roof.
Ohe of the chief disadvantages of underground tracks, as with overhead tracks,
is that all rail receipts would have to be moved to the main floor with elevators or
conveyors, thus bringing about the handling operations that are necessary in
multiple-story buildings.
The estimated cost of constructing facilities and acquiring land for a 20-unit
store building with this track arrangement fol lews:
Item

Dollars

Store building with basement (20 units)
Excavation besneath basement--7,300 cu. yds. at $1 per
cu. yd.
Excavation for tracks entering building--1,200 cu. yds
at $r per cu. yd.
Cross-over aid of building--3,840 sq. ft. at $7 per sq. ft,
Ckslumns and steel — 30 t<Mis at $300 per ton
Foundation walls--11,250 sq. ft. at $2 per sq. ft.
Paving—9, 389 sq. yds. at $3 per sq, yd.
Tracks--2,450 ft. at $8 per ft.
Conveyors or elevators—$3,000 per store unit 1/
Switches—3 at $2,500 each
Land placed in coidition to build--3.9 acres at $5,000
per acre

280,000

Total
Average cost per store unit

481,447
24,072

1/ See footnote to tabulation on page 27.

7,300
1,200
26,680
9,000
22,5(X)
28,167
19,600
60,000
7,5(K)
19.500
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Figure 12, "Scheme K: Underground tracks for a 20-unit store
bui Iding (JiO cars).
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RENTAL RATES THAT WILL AMORTIZE THE INVESTMENT
AND PAY MAINTENANCE COSTS
One of the factors that must be considered in determining the comparative
efficiency of the various track arrangements shown in the preceding chapter is the
rental rates that would be necessary to amortize the investment and pay the costs of
maintenance. Other factors that must be considered are: (1) Cost of unloading from
the cars, transporting to the stacking or hold point in the store, and stacking;
(2) the volume of rail receipts moved by the individual dealer through his store and
the volume moved by all dealers in the building through their respective stores during a stated period of time; and (3) the peak volume of rail receipts to be moved
through the building by all dealers occupying space therein and tíie duration of this
peak. In this chapter comparative rental rates for single units in a 20-unit store
building with the different track arrangements will be shown. It should be noted
that these rental charges include only amortization and mainteruince costs and do not
include any portion of other operating costs of a market such as manager's salary,
water, electricity, etc. Therefore, to arrive at the total monthly payment that
would have to be received per store unit, the charges per unit shown here for each
track arrangement would have added to them a portion of the other operating expenses
of a market. The other operating costs are not used in. making these comparisons
because they do not vary with the type of track arrangenent provided.
Amortization of the Investment
In a market operated on a nonprofit basis it is proper that the revenue from
the 20-unit store building be sufficient to amortize the investment in land, facilities, and tracks and to cover a fair share of the market* s operating expenses. An
investment of this type mi^t be amortized in either of two ways t
1. The entire investment (land, facilities, and tracks) could be amortized
concurrently over a longer period of years than the period that should be used i f
only the investment in facilities and tracks were amortized.
2. Interest only could be paid on the investment in land on the theory that the
value of land is not likely to decline, and the investment in facilities and tracks
amortized over a shorter period of years.
The length of the period over which such an investment mig^t be amortized
should be determined by what is considered to be the useful life of the facilities;
that is, how rapidly technological developments and other factors would make
obsolete the facilities originally constructed. Observations indicate that such facilities should not become obsolete in less than 20 to 30 years. Moreover, the terms
of most agencies making loans for capital improvements of this type indicate that it
is sound business practice to repay such loans over a 20- to 30-year period.
The rate of interest that would have to be paid on funds for financing a
project of this kind would, of course, depend partly on the type and equity of the
borrower, the kind of security offered, and the prevailing market for securities at
the time fijnds are obtained. Adequate funds should currently be available to most

- 31 States or political subdivisions thereof at less than 3 percent interest. Private
business and other types of enterprise not backed by the fiill faith and credit of
State or local governments are likely to have to pay more than 3 percent, the exact
amount being dependent upon a number of factors, including the extent of their
equity in the property.
In table 1 a 25-year period and an interest rate of 4 percent per annum have
been used to amortize the total estimated investment that would be required for each
of the 11 track arrangements previously discussed. The annual revenue needed for
this purpose for each scheme is shewn in the second column of the table.
Annual IVhintenance Costs
Not only would the amortization costs per unit vary with the type of track
arrangement, but so would the costs of maintenance of the property» To illustrate,
maintenance costs would be higher for those arrangements that have covered platforms
extending out from the building, additional tracks and switches, and additimal paving than for arrangements without these additions. Since buildings of this ^ype are
of simple, durable construction, a minimum of maintenance is required, chiefly for
such items as repair of doors, roofs, switches, pavement, etc. Thus for purposes
of comparing the costs of the various types of track arrangranent it has been assunfed
that the annual maintenance costs would amount to 1/2 of 1 percent of the total cost
of the facilities, excluding the cost of land, fills and excavation. Table 1 shows
for each of the 11 arrangements the estimated annual cost of maintenance.
Rental Charges to Cover Amortization and Maintenance
In determining the charges necessary to cover amortization and maintenance, it
would not be expected that the railroad tracks and streets connecting with or in the
imnediate vicinity of the 20-unit store building would yield a direct cash return.
The return for the use of these facilities would have to be included in the charges
against the store they serve.
TTie annual and monthly charges per store unit shown in table 1 assume that the
charges per unit will be the same for all units, and they make no allowance for
possible vacancies.

Table 1.--Total cost of land and facilities, revenue required to amortize investment, market operating expenses, and
rental rates for 20 store units constructed with H specified track arrangements, 1951

Annual revenue
• Total cost of
^facility including^ required to
amortize
Scheme:
land
:
,' . .
inves tment Í'
Dollars
Dollars
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

258,670
348,971
367,388
367,424
345,152
398,066
426,089
359,743
383.290
597,775
481,447

16.557
22,338
23,517
23.519
22.093
25.480
27.274
23,027
24.534
38,264
30,817

: Estimated : Total annual ;: Annualt charges: Monthly
;
per
: charges
: annual : revenue
store
uni
t
:
per store
required
3/':
: maintenance :
5/
. unit y
: costs 2/ :
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
1,213
1,612
1,684
1,740
1,619
1.865
1.993
1.651
1.747
2,839
2,267

17,770
23,950
25,201
25,259
23.712
27,345
29,267
24.678
26.2Ô1
41.103
33,084

888
1,198
1.260
1.263
1,186
1.367
1.463
1,234
1.314
2.055
1.654

74,00
99.83
105.00
105.25
98.83
113.92
121.92
102.83
109.50
171.25
137.83

: Increase in
: rental rate
: over least
: costly scheme
Dollars
0
25.83
31.00
31.25
24.83
39.92
47.92
28.83
35.50
97.25
63.83

25 years at à percent inter^s,^.
-2/ Éstiinated to be one-half of &ne percent of the total cost of the facilities^ except land, fill, and excavation,
¿/ Nut including operating expenses of market unrelated to track arrangement, such as manager's salary, water, and
electricity.
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- 33 COMPARATIVE HANDLING COSTS WITH VARIOUS TRACK
ARRANGEMENTS
Railroad tracks connecting with the stores or warehouses of wholesale produce
dealers on city markets are used principally for handling receipts. With the exception of a few markets in cities located in producing areas, these tracks are seldom
used for loading out cars for outbound shipments. In light of these facts, the
analysis made in this chapter of comparative handling costs with various track
arrangements is limited to unloading operations.
The job of receiving or of handling receipts that are to be moved through the
stores or warehouses consists of three operations: (1) Unloading from the car;
(2) transporting from the car door to the stacking or holding point in the store;
and (3) stacking. Where pallets or skids are used in conjunction with appropriate
transporting equipment for performing the entire job, the unloading operation
involves making up the unit load which may be done either inside the car or on the
car platform. Stacking with this type of equipment is limited to positioning the
unit load at the hold point, provided the pallets or skids are not off-loaded.
Surface Track Arrangements
Nine ofthe 11 track arrangements previously described are surface arrangements.
That is, they connect with the rear platform of the store building at the main or
ground floor level and the receiving operations do not involve the movement of
coiwnodities between the floors of a building. With store or car platforms of 12-foot
width shown in the illustrations and of proper hei^t in relation to the top of the
floor racks in the refrigerator cars, there should be substantially no difference in
the time required for unloading from the car to the platform with any of the surface
track arrangements shown (except from cars on the outer tracks of the double track
arrangements shown in schemes A and D which must be unloaded to the platform throu^
the cars on the inner tracks), provided that in such operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The
The
The
The
The

same size and type of package is handled.
refrigerator car is of the same size or dimensions.
amount of ice or method of top icing is the same.
same types or combination of .types of ma te rial s-handling equipment are used.
same handling methods aré employed.

Moreover, the arrangement of railroad tracks connecting with the stores should
not affect the time required to stack conmodities, or to position unit loads, inside
the stores--provided the possible variables, such as stacking he i gjits, are held
constant.
It can therefore be assumed that except for the additional labor required for
unloading cars ori the outer tracks of double track arrangements through cars on the
inner tracks, the only materials-handling operation that would be affected by the
arrangement of railroad tracks competing with store buildings at the surface or
main floor level is transporting from the car door to the stacking or hold points
inside the store. The extent to which this operation is affected by track arrangements would be deteimined by: (1) The distance the commodity must be moved; (2) the

- 34 type of floor over which it is moved; (3) the number and angle of turns to be made;
(4) the types or conbinations of types of material s-hand ling equipment used; and
(5) the skill and effort of labor employed. The latter is particularly important in
connection with the use of power-drivai equipment*
Among the types of materials-handling equipment in current use by iniiolesale
produce dealers, two-wheel hand trucks, four-wheel platform trucks, semi-live skids
and jacks, and conveyors have had the widest acceptance. As a whole these are the
types that require the snallest capital investolent. In recent years, however, a number of the larger dealers have adopted and are now using industrial trucks or pallet
jacks in conjunction with pallets and skids for handling unit loads. Data with
respect to the comparative efficiency of all these types of equipment for transporting produce are not currently available, Gomparisons of the time or labor required
for performing this operation with three different types of equipment in stores with
the nine surface track arrangements are shown in table 2. It should be noted that
these comparisons do not take into account equipment costs. However, for the types
of equipment on which data are presented the costs of ownership and operaticai per
carload would be negligible.
Obviously the time required for transporting comiodities over the relatively
longer distances required with a number of the surface track arrangements shown,
could be materially reduced below that presented for two-wheel hand trucks, fourwheel platform trucks, and semi-live skids and jacks through the use of industrial
trucks with skids or pallets or tractor trailer trains. However, dealers who ccmtemplate the acquisition of these types of equipment should consider the investment
that would be necessary in relaticm to the volvmie of conmodities handled. Moreover,
where more than one dealer operates in a store building, the needs of all dealers in
the building in relation to the respective volurr^s handled by individual dealers
should be considered before a specific track arrangement is adopted that would
necessitate the use of powered equipment.
The use of conveyors for transporting commodities from the car door to the
stacking point in the store presents a problem not common to other types of equipment. Actually, with conveyors, no labor is required to transport commodities unless
a worker is needed to keep the packages on the "track." In performing the total job
of receiving and placing in storage, all labor is * charged" to the unloading and
stacking operations. Hiere fore, the total labor requirements for the three operations comprising the job, plus set-up and clean-up time, must be compared to
determine tltó relative efficiency of the conveyor with other types of equipment. In
a building occupied by more than one dealer consideration should also be given to
the fact that a complete conveyor set-up would block the rear platform. For these
reasons no attempt is made in this report to compare conveyor systems with other
types of equipment.
Overhead or Ihderground Track Arrangements
Mai tiple-storied handling operations would be necessary with both the overhead
and underground track arrangements. That is« to place conmodities in storage on the
main or ground floor of the store building it would be necessary either to lower

Table 2.--Comparative labor costs for transporting produce from car door to stacking point in stores, vdth
specified types of materials-hand ling equipment, for nine surface railroad track arrangements
:
:

Scheme

Mean d istance that
prcxhi ce would be
catransported from
: car door of properly
spotted car to stacking pom t in store J/

Feet
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

43
130
493
65
90
154
64
234
162

:

:
•
:

Transporting the " average" carload of produce from car- <loor to stacking
point with:
Fcur-wheel hand pia tform trucks or
Two-wheel hand trucks
: semi-live skids and lacks
: Increase in :
:
Increase in
Time
:
Labor : labor cost :
Time
; Labor
labor cost
required ' cost per : per carload : required
cost per
per carload
per carcarload : over scheme : per car- : carload '
over scheme
load il_ :
: with short- : load 4/ :
with short3/
Î/
:
est mean :
est mean
: distance :
distance
Man-hours Dollars
Dollars
Man-hours Dollars
Dollars
.73
2.21
8.38
1.10
1.53
2.62
1.09
3.98
2.75

.91
2.76
10.48
1.38
1,91
3.28
1.36
4.98
3.44

0
1.85
9.57
.47
1.00
2.37
.45
4.07
2.53

.37
1.11
4.19
.55
.77
1.31
.54
1.99
1.38

.46
1.39
5.24
.69
.96
1.64
.68
2.49
1.73

0
.93
4.78
.23
.50
1.18
.22
2.03
1.27

- In the arrangements with double tracks, distance is measured from door of car spotted on inner track immediately
the rear of store unit into which produce is to be stacked to a median point inside the store. For arrangements with
extended car platforms, distance is measured from a median point of platform nearest the store to a median point inside
the store.
2/
J Based on an average time, for various types of packages, of 1,7 man-hours per carload, per iOO feet, to
t transport
produce with two-wheel hand trucks over fairly smooth, level concrete floors. Data obtained through leveled tiime'Study
observations. This figure should not be considered as a standard time.
3/ Based on an assumed vHige rate of $1,25 per hour.
to

hi

Based on an averof^e time, for various tvves of packat^es, of 0.85 man-hour s per carload, per 100 feet, to
transport produce with four-wheel hand platform trucks or semi-live skids and jacks over fairly smooth, level concre
floors. Data obtained through leveled time-study observations. This figure should not be considered as a standard time.
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theiR from the unloading dock on the roof or to raise them from the basement to the
main floor. To accomplish the handling between floors, elevators, power-driven belt
conveyors, or chutes would be needed. To provide such equipment an allowance of
$3,000 per store unit was made in the cost estimates for both the overhead and
underground arrangements but without a recoiranendation as to the equipment that
should be installed.
Data are not currently available as a basis for comparing the efficiency of
elevator and conveyor operations. Moreover, since the movenent of commodities
between floors, with the overhead and underground track arrangements, is a part of
the transporting operation from the car door to the stacking point, no comparison
can be made of handling costs with these arrangements and costs with surface arrangements. However, with the exception of a completely conveyorized operation, the
movönent of commodities between floors is an additional element in the transporting
operation as performed in connection with surface track arraniments. Labor and
equipment costs will be increased in such an operation unless a compensating
decrease is made in the distance commodities must be moved as ccnnpared with surface
arrangements* Wie the r the shorter distances (including both vertical and horizontal
distances) provided in the overhead and underground arrangeroaiits, as compared with
surface arrangements providing increased track capacity, will offset these added
costs is a subject on which further research is needed.
The choice between elevators Euid power-driven belt conveyors should, of course,
be based in part on the types of ma te rials-hand lin g equipment to be used in performing other elements of the transporting operation as well as other operations in
the job of unloading and placing in storage. If skids or pallets with appropriate
transporting equipment, which contemplates handling in unit loads, are to be used,
elevators would appear to be most desirable for the inter floor movement of commodities. With elevators, unit loads can be made up on the unloading docks, on the roof,
or in the basements, and moved intact to the hold point on the main floor of the
store. Of course some type of equipnent would need to be maintained on both floors
to transport the loaded skids or pallets during the course of the unloading operation. If the handling of individual packages throughout the job of unloading and
placing in storage is contemplated, conveyors alone or in combination with other
types of equipment would appear to be most desirable. In fact, by using sections of
gravity conveyors which are highly maneuverable, in conjunction with the powerdriven belt conveyor, commodities can be transported from inside the car, on the
roof or in the basement, to the stacking point in the store. With a conveyor
installation, unit loads could be made up as the packages reach the end of the belt
in the store rather than in the car or on the unloading dock--bttt there is some
<k>ubt as to ¥^ether saving would be effected through unit load handling dinring such
a small part of the operations.
For a limited number of types of packages, chutes would have their place in the
overhead track arrangement scheme. However, chutes should not be considered as a
replacement for elevators or conveyors.
-

- 37 VOLUMES HANDLED IN RELATION TO TRACK SPACE NEEDED
If the volume of rail receipts were uniform through a stated period, and if all
dealers operating in a store building held cars for the same length of time following their arrival, there wi^ld be no particular problem in determining the amount of
track space needed and the arrangement that would best meet these nœds. However, it
is possible (but not probable) that 20 dealers may occupy space in a 20-unit store
building, all with different requirements as to track space. As an illustration, the
individual dealer operating in one store unit who receives only one carload of
produce by rail every third day would not be interested in a track arrangement that
would provide more than one car of track capacity per unit if the provision of such
an arrangement resulted in increases in his rental rates and handling costs. But the
individual dealer operating in one store unit who receives one car by rail each day,
and who holds each car the normal period of 48 hours allowed by the railroads before
incurring demurrage charges, would be interested in a track arrangement that would
provide about,three car spaces, provided the increases in rental rates and handling
costs are less than his net cartage costs would be with an arrangement having less
space. To resolve the respective interests of the dealers it is likely that some
compromises will be necessary.
Another problem that complicates the select i en of a track arrangement best
suited to the needs of all dealers is the seasonal variation in rail receipts of
individual dealers and for an entire market which results in peaks and valleys. An
analysis of the composite 1947 rail receipts of 21 items of fruits and vegetables in
100 cities shows that for 7 months of the year rail receipts were below the average
and thaé for 2 months they were at a rate of about three times the average. 5/
Moreover, these peaks and valleys varied by cities. For one of the 100 cities the
volume of rail receipts during the peak month was only about 1-1/4 times the volume
during the low month. In another of these cities the" peak monthly volume was 7-1/2
times the low monthly volume. There were also variations within months, particularly
by days of the week, which made the "peaks" even higher on certain days.
The desirability of providing sufficient track space to meet requirements
during the highest peak of car arrivals on an individual market or store building is
questionable. However, if too little track space is provided, thus making necessary
the carting of produce fron cars on team tracks to the store, the total net cartage
costs on four carloads per month, at a rate of $25 per carload, or $100, would about
offset the increased rental required per store unit in scheme J, the highest rate,
as compared with the rentals for scheme A, the lowest rate. With most of these
schemes cartage costs on two carloads per month would offset the increase in rentals
above that required in scheme A.
Differences in handling costs must also be related to volumes of rail receipts
handled by individual dealers in determining the most efficient track arrangement.
As an illustration, the dealer who receives a car every third day, or an average of

5/ U. S. Dept. Agri., PMA. Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in
100 Cities and Imports in 5 Cities for Canada --Calendar Year 194?. 105 pp.1948.

- 38 a car every third day, or an average of about 10 cars per month, and who uses
two-wheel hand trucks for transporting from the car door to the stacking point,
could afford to pay cartage on three carloads per month rather than shift his operations from a store with the track arrangement shown in scheme A to that shown in
scheme C where handling costs would be somewhat over $9, per car higjier.
With so many divergent factors, it is obvious that an analysis of the operations
of individual dealers and of the markets must be made before a valid determination
can be made as to the needs in a specific locality. This publication has been
written to facilitate making the analysis needed to determine the proper track
arrangement for any specific market.

- 39 œNCLUSIONS
The ideal track arrangement for the stores of produce dealers is one that will
provide sufficient car spaces <so that cartage, spoilage, and deterioration costs
resulting from excessive handling can be minimized) with the smallest possible
outlay of capital and with the shortest mean distance from the car door to the
stacking point in the store. Obviously, none of the 11 track arrangements previously
discussed would be ideal for all markets.
Ibe arrangement with double tracks parallel to the rear platform of the store
provides the lowest rental rate per store unit and permits the lowest handling costs
per car for the number of cars that can be accomnrodated on the limited track capacity it provides. From this viewpoint it might be considered as a standard or bench
mark for consideration of other track arrangements that will provide more than one
car space per store unit. Where a definite determination can be made that the one
car space per store unit, or 20 spaces for a 20-unit store, is sufficient there
would be little point in considering other arrangements than double parallel tracks
even though it has certain disadvantages, including the blocking of the rear platform to motortrucks, the necessity for unloading cars on the outer track through
cars on the inner track and the difficulty of handling several cars destined to one
or two units althou^ the total for the building may not exceed 20.
Where the need for more than 20 car spaces on house tracks for a 20-unit
building has definitely been established, the choice of one of the 10 track arrangements that provides^more space should be guided partly by the total number of car
spaces needed and partly by the rental rates and handling costs applicable to a
specific scheme. That is, scheme D, the saw-tooth arrangement, would not necessarily
be selected where only 8 additional car spaces were needed since with this arrangement rental rates would be higher than with 3 other arrangements and handling costs
would be hi^er with 1 other arrangement having more than 1 car space per store.
Each individual
arrangement that will
sented in this report
of these markets have

market presents a special problem in determining the track
provide the lowest possible handling costs, and the data precan be used only as a guide in that connection after studies
been made.
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